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In this guide, you're going to learn more about how your profile shows up
in your business.

Your profile is a role that you have been programmed with from birth. It
includes your personality traits, habits, and preferred “style” of life. 

Your Profile also contains a predisposition to certain types of insecurities,
vulnerabilities, and weaknesses that are specific only to you.

We're going to focus more on the personality traits, habits, and
you're "style" when it comes to creating your messaging. 

If you're struggling with leaning into your Profile, check out the "Get
Unstuck" tool in your membership area.

Ready? Let's go!

NTRODUCTION



Your Unique Traits

Your motto in life is "Been there, done that, and I can see the way ahead too!"

You live life through experiences, you crave them, welcome them, and draw your
inner wisdom from all that you've done, learned, and seen. Most people struggle to
keep up with you!

It's important to understand these when it comes to creating your offers and
developing your content.

You are a gifted storyteller and communicate best in this way. You love to make
light of the dramas of life and have a quick wit that supports this.

Your process is to experience life. To gain insights, observe and deliver inner
wisdom once you reach the third phase of your life (50+). 

When you understand the way that you process things and interact with people it
highlights the ways that you can start to use this in your own business, particularly
in your marketing.

FIRST LINE = 6 ROLE MODEL
The first line in your profile is your conscious line. This is the line that most people
see in you IF you haven't been conditioned out of using it. 

Although, as a Line 6, it's likely that this resonates because you've always felt like a
natural leader and you experience life on full throttle. If you have been conditioned,
know that this is normal (but unlikely).

The Line 6 has three distinct life stages... Up until the age of 28, you'll experience life
as a Line 3 (experimenting & reflecting), then from 29 - 50, you'll switch into
observing mode, learning, gathering information, cataloguing it away until you
reach 50+, where you're now ready to step into the Role Model you were born to be.

6/3 Role Model Martyr



Your Unique Traits

If you do feel like your first line isn't right, pay attention to what's going on inside
your head and mind centers.

If you're thinking things like:

"I should be doing abc" or "Xyz said I need to do it this way, but I'm not sure" or
"Something feels off but I'm likely just not sure..."

These are all indicators that you might be out of alignment with your first line
number.

Follow your strategy and authority to get yourself back on track

SECOND LINE = 3 MARTYR
The second line in your profile is your unconscious line. This is the line that
you're most likely to resonate with the most because it CANNOT be conditioned
by external forces.

As a Line 3, you're designed to experience new sensations. Experience and
experiment. Whether work, residence, relationships or friendship - in every area
you will be drawn to something unknown so you can learn and know it deeply.
This is further supported by your conscious Line 6. 

Together, these numbers allow you to thrive in experimentation and reflection
which serves you well in your business because you're designed to embrace the
unknown while drawing from your innate wisdom and learnings to help others.
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When it comes to your messaging, this is about sharing your stories.

One of the biggest misconceptions about marketing an online business is that you
need to have sales funnels set up, blog posts published, and spending all your
time creating content for social media.

The reality? You don't need any of that until you're making at least $1k per month
with ease. And even then, unless it's aligned with how you want to run your
business, you don't HAVE to have it either.

What's important is being clear on what you stand for, the way you want to
present yourself and the messages you want to share over and over again.

As a 6/3 Profile, you'll have lots of stories because you are always experimenting
and trying new things, which provides you with your inner wisdom and how you
can assist others.

You're in the perfect position to weave this into your sales pages, emails, website
etc. 

It starts with having a bank of stories you can pull from again and again.

RESOURCE: The Story Bank - this will help you develop a place for all of you
stories so that you can pull them out again and again.

Once you've got all of your stories in one place, then you can start to use them on
your sales pages, in your emails (nurture and launch) as well as your website
homepage. 

See if you can spot any of mine on HustleandGroove.com!

Be More You!

Your Messaging

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UZwF_98kz103QZF1i9bkRjTk14291H1EFTjjNfZHsDw/copy?usp=sharing
https://hustleandgroove.com/
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